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Competition ShotgunS



Krieghoff’s K-80 has a particularly unique reputation in the global target shooting community.  
Not only is it of historical significance, but to this day it continues to set benchmarks. 

Personal experience and an intensive dialogue with sporting shooters around the world drive 
the ongoing dynamic enhancement of this successful competition  shotgun.

This catalog presents an insight into the fascinating world of the K-80 and K-20,  
together with their history.  

We hope you enjoy browsing through its pages!

    Dieter Krieghoff  Peter Braß   Phil Krieghoff
Managing directors, H. Krieghoff GmbH
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the K-80 story

The order for the first 2,000 shotguns and one 

of the first K-32 competition shotguns

 
The addition of the K-20 added small gauge capa-
bility to Krieghoff ’s competition shotgun lineup. 
Slimmer and lighter, it has all the technical fea-
tures of its ‘big brother’. In other words, it really 
is built for the smaller 20-gauge cartridge and 
is not just a small gauge barrel set in a normal 
sized receiver.

The growing international popularity of the K-80 goes hand in hand 
with the ever-expanding interest in sporting clay shooting in Europe 
and the United States. The ‘Sporting’ versions of the K-80 and K-20 
are tied to the success of outstanding shooters such as Todd Bender, 
Craig Kirkman, Robert Paxton, Sam Armstrong, Holly Paul, Jon Kruger, 
Gebben Miles and Zach Kienbaum.

New models, such as the K-80 Parcours demonstrate the 
steady momentum in the development of Krieghoff’s 
competition shotguns. Clearly the K-80 story is one that 
has an excellent future.

 

 

 

Ulm, Germany 1954: Krieghoff had just started man-
ufacturing firearms again when L. M. Donaldson, who had won 
several trapshooting championships in the United States, traveled to 
the nascent Republic of Germany looking for a competent gunsmith. 
In his luggage, the American trapshooter had a concept for a competi-
tion shotgun, which he wanted to have made in Germany. His German 
partner, Viktor Brandl, subsequently introduced him to Heinrich and 
Heinz-Ulrich Krieghoff.

It did not take Krieghoff long to realize the  
enormous potential of the American sporting  
gun market. Donaldson’s idea was therefore 
quickly transformed into reality.

In the 30s, Remington had developed its model 32, a true competition 
shotgun. However, the company stopped manufacturing this complex 
firearm shortly after it was introduced.

The basic design of this forbearer of all competition shotguns was now 
used as the starting point for the Ulm-based gunmakers’ shotgun pro-
ject. Its name, K-32, gives away its origins. The characteristic shape of 
the action is another feature that makes its ancestry undeniable, and 
is surely one of the key reasons for the legendary durability of these 
shotguns: The hinge, well forward and positioned high, minimizes the 
forces to which this hookless action is subjected. Shooting well over 
one million rounds from a shotgun may sound like a tall tale, but 
such numbers have actually been achieved by many K-32 and K-80 
models. The entire lock and trigger mechanism were completely rede-
signed. The excellent, selective single trigger with a reliable, mechani-
cal selector dates back to the first K-32.

The design of the barrel set left no room for doubt that the K-32 was 
made for sport shooting: The barrels were completely exposed and 
adjustable, one to the other. In early years, when choke tubes were not 
yet available, Krieghoff promoted the fact that it offered 30 different 
barrel configurations for the K-32.

 
Right from the 
start, Krieghoff ’s concept for 
sporting guns included optimizing them for 
the respective discipline and perfectly aligning 
them to individual preferences.

Originally, the K-32 contract called for marketing the gun exclusively 
in the United States, where it attracted a fast-growing following of 
committed sports shooters. The successes of Kenneth Jones, who in 
1966 was able to capture the world trapshooting championship in 
Wiesbaden with his K-32, and Don Haldeman, who won Olympic gold 
in Montreal in 1976, are but two examples of the countless sporting 
events where the K-32’s performance was tops.

The lively exchange of ideas and experience with Krieghoff shooters 
escalated after Dieter Krieghoff emigrated to North America in 1979 
and founded Krieghoff International Inc.

This dialogue led to the development of the K-80, an enhanced ver-
sion of the K-32. At the very top of the list of sports shooters who made 
a special contribution to the evolution of the Krieghoff competition 
shotguns is Kay Ohye, who has for decades held a top position among 
America’s trap shooters.

His suggestions, together with the experience of many others, have 
made the K-80 the most flexible and reliable competition shotgun in 
the world. Lateral adjustment was introduced with the K-80, and the 
trigger system was further enhanced. The ergonomics of the stocks was 
also further improved. The adjustable rib for trap barrels for special 
disciplines was also revolutionary.

Choke tubes increased the flexibility of the barrel set and made the 
K-80 into an all-purpose gun.

 

 

Early key players: Hal duPont,  

Nick Maynard, Viktor Brandl,  

H.-U. Krieghoff (l to r) 

 

 

 

Early triumphs: H. Krieghoff, 

Kenneth A. Jones, world trap-

shooting champion 1966  

and H.-U. Krieghoff 

 

Don Haldeman wins  

Olympic gold in Montréal

Kay Ohye, legendary trap shooter 

and important source of inspiration 

for the enhancement of the K-80

Dieter and Phil Krieghoff represent the fourth and 

fifth generation of the Krieghoff family 
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‘Forever young’  
KrieghoFF’s unique Legendary aCtion

Action
The K-80 breech has developed a reputation for being indestru ctible 
when using factory ammuntion. In fact, it’s true that many of these 
shotguns have easily been able to fire over a million rounds. Since the 
action locks without a bottom bite, the receiver design can be shallow. 
The hinge is very far forward and high, which keeps the leverage gener-
ated by firing. The toplatch is designed to be self adjusting and forms a 
large, very rugged locking area. 

trigger 
Again and again, the trigger characteristics are praised for their per-
fection. The trigger releases at approximately 3.5 – 4 pounds, the ideal 
force. Selection is reliable: purely mechanical, with no recoil. A lever 
in front of the trigger is used to select the barrel shooting sequence. 
The length and position of the trigger shoe can be adjusted to suit the 
lengths of individual shooters’ fingers. 

SAfety
The sliding safety is located behind the opening lever. A large pushbut-
ton prevents inadvertent activation. The safety can easily be locked in 
the ‘off’ position for competition.

Stock
Optimally designed stocks are available for the K-80 to suit each type 
of sporting event. The adjustable comb stock can be easily modified 
to suit individual requirements. An intuitive and repeatable fit are the 
priorities when creating the stock components. For example, the pistol 
grip’s palm swell provides a particularly firm and comfortable place to 
hold the gun. The fine checkering adds to the secure, safe grip. Custom 
stocks can be ordered. See your authorized Krieghoff dealer for more 
information.

BAlAnce
The exceptional balance of the K-80 enhances the shooters swing, 
ensuring a smooth transition to the target flight path.

The ergonomic arrangement of the top lever has been optimized so 
that the lock can be opened with minimum effort.

Reliability, durability, flexibility – these 
characte ristics, which have proven their worth  
in countless competitions, have made the  
K-80 into a legend.

From muzzle to pad, this sporting shotgun is designed to compete. There 
is no hint of compromise. Krieghoff ensures that the K-80 is always the 
most optimized shotgun with the most up-to-date features to meet the 
high demands of competitions. This is achieved by applying the prin-
ciple of uncon ditional compatibility. For example, the current ‘Trap 
Special’ barrel set with adjustable rib is not only available for the new 
K-80 shotguns, but can also easily be inserted into an early K-32.

chokeS
Conventional fixed chokes or choke tubes are optional for every K-80. 
The clearly marked choke tubes can easily be replaced .

BArrelS
Barrels are offered in standard lengths: 30" (76cm) and 32" (81cm). 
They are completely exposed; that is, thermally decoupled from one 
another. The point where the barrels are joined is very easy to adjust. 
All points of contact on the barrel set are hard soldered to maximize 
robustness and service life.

The chambers are chromed to maximize their life and the long forcing 
cone reduces the recoil felt by the shooter. The inside profile of the  
barrel ensures an even pattern and maximizes the speed of the shot 
column. Every K-80 is tested with steel shot at the factory. 

This see-through K-80 exposes the interior workings

  
riBS
The top rib is also hard soldered, which results in a robust, solid joint. 
All ribs are ventilated and come with a prominent sight with contrast 
insert and center bead. The shape of the rib is optimized for the vari-
ous disciplines.

Adjustable ribs make it easy to fine-tune the point of impact and 
adapt it to personal preference.

ejectorS
Unique, robust ejectors with strong, long-lasting coil springs reliably 
eject spent cartridges. 
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Another factor which makes the K-80 far more than ‘just’ an excellent 
shotgun for competitive shooting: Shooters who use this gun enter 
into a partnership in which they are able to transform their skills and 
opportunities into successes. This demands much more than a reliable 
design and top quality.

Among the factors that help the shooter fully 
focus on the next target is Krieghoff ’s service 
team, which is on site at many important  
competitions with experienced gunsmiths to 
provide expert advice.

Jon Kruger’s disciplines are sporting clays and Fitasc. Because he par-
ticipates in a wide variety of competitions, the flexibility of his K-80 
is second to none. Each sporting event comes with a unique set of 
challenges. Choke tubes must be easy to change quickly and the gun is 
always reliable.

This is the one side of the K-80. A comprehensive 
selection of forearms and stocks, two standard 
barrel lengths and fixed or adjustable ribs enable 
the shotgun to be easily optimized to match the 
requirements of each discipline.

Every K-80 can also be retrofitted with compenents from the entire 
range of available options. The principle of compatibility keeps every 
K-80 up-to-date – one factor that of course contributes significant ly 
to its enduring value.

 
Success factors: undisturbed concentration, the right barrel, 
optimum bore diameter, a correct stock fit and effective service when 
shooting. That’s the way to break targets!

CRAFTSMANSHIP: engineering and serviCe
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 ‘ProSporter’ Adjustable Rib, 12, 20, 28 and .410, with Titanium Choke Tubes

‘Sporting’ Tapered Flat Rib, 12, 20, 28 and .410, with Titanium Choke Tubes ‘Trap Special’-Top Single Adjustable Rib, 12 Gauge, with Titanium Choke Tubes

‘Trap Special’-Unsingle Adjustable Rib, 12 Gauge, with Titanium Choke Tubes

‘Trap’ Tapered Step Rib, 12, 20, 28 and .410, with Titanium Choke Tubes

 ‘Trap Special’ Adjustable Rib, 12 Gauge, with Titanium Choke Tubes, 
optional ‘Trap Special Pro’ version available

 ‘Parcours’ Taper Flat Soldered Side Rib, 12 Gauge, with Fixed Chokes

 ‘Trap Special DTS’ Adjustable Rib, 12 Gauge, with Titanium Chokes

K-80: options

Six different rib shapes provide the right solution for each discipline. 
The sights consist of a large pearl front sight with white contrast insert 
and a brass center bead.

The .732 bore diameter makes for high shot speed and efficient pat-
terns. All K-80 models with the exception of the K-80 ACS are delivered 
with interchangeable Titanium Choke tubes. Factory Steel chokes are 
also available.

Performance and flexibility: the barrel set options for the K-80 make it 
possible to optimize the configuration for a wide variety of disciplines 
and to adapt the gun to suit individual preferences.

Time and time again, the K-80’s barrels have proven their outstanding 
ability to withstand stress. Every joint is hard soldered. The completely 
exposed barrels can expand without stress when they heat up.  

The chambers are always chromed, regardless of the configuration.

‘ProSporter’ and Trap barrels feature adjustable top and bottom  
POIs. 

The bottom barrel POI on standard Skeet and Sporting barrels can be 
raised or lowered by changing the front hanger.
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Todd Bender

Todd Bender currently holds the 
record for the most 400x400s with 
a total of 37 and the most 500x500s 
with 4. He has been on the Open  
First All-American Team for 30 con-
secutive years. 

K-80: options

Taper step

‘Trap Special DTS’

Taper flat

‘Parcours’

Adjustable 
‘Trap Special’

‘ProSporter’

Choke tubes for the K-80:  

steel chokes (black) and  

titanium chokes (polished)

K-80 barrel set configurations

Chromed chambers 

12/76 chamber 

Titanium Choke Tubes* 

Titanium Options – Titanium Fronthanger and Trigger

Proofed for Steel Shot (Choke tube only) 

= available     = optional    *Optional on K-80 ACS Model

Soldered barrel Set option for the K-80 30" / 76 cm 32" / 81 cm 34" / 86 cm

12 ga/3" O/U  ‘Parcours’ flat rib (8 – 6 mm)                     

 = available (fix chokes M/IM only)     = not available    

Free-Floating barrel set options For the K-80 30" / 76 cm 32" / 81 cm 34" / 86 cm

12 ga/3" O/U  Tapered flat rib (10 – 6 mm)                     

20 ga/3" O/U  Tapered flat rib (10 – 6 mm)       *       *       

28 ga/3" O/U  Tapered flat rib (10 – 6 mm)       *       *       

.410 ga   O/U  Tapered flat rib (10 – 6 mm)       *       *       

12 ga/3" O/U  Tapered flat rib (10 – 6 mm)                     

12 ga/3" O/U  Tapered step rib (12 – 8 mm)                     

12 ga/3" O/U  Trap Special Adjustable Rib              *       

12 ga/3" O/U  Adjustable ‘ProSporter’       *       *       

20 ga/3" O/U  Adjustable ‘ProSporter’       *       *       

28 ga/3" O/U  Adjustable ‘ProSporter’       *       *       

.410 ga   O/U  Adjustable ‘ProSporter’       *       *       

12 ga/3" Unsgl Tapered step rib (10 – 6 mm)                     

12 ga/3" Unsgl ‘Trap Special’, fully adjustable rib (12 – 8 mm)                     *

12 ga/3" TopSg ‘Trap Special’, fully adjustable rib (12 – 8 mm)                     *

 = available (fix choke and choke tubes)     = not available    *= available (choke tubes only)
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Custom Fit to nature’s size

Once the final shape has emerged from the chiseling and filing, and 
the stock has been seamlessly fitted to the receiver, finely carved 
checkering and surface finishing complete the work of art. Classic oil-
ing or epoxying – both methods uniquely enhance the natural beauty 
of the wood. The end result is a stock that is a pleasure to hold and 
behold.

 

Krieghoff offers in-house Custom Stock 

Making by factory trained gunsmiths 

specializing in this time-honored craft. 

Each custom stock order is given the 

individual attention needed to produce 

the ideal fit and design desired by the 

shooter.

 
The high priority Krieghoff places on catering to 
individual preferences is demonstrated by our 
stock warehouse. Customers can choose from 
hundreds of stock sets in all quality grades. The 
dilemma of which to choose is the customer’s, 
but we’re always happy to advise.

A shotgun’s stock is not only impor-
tant to its aesthetics, but is also 
primarily responsible for a key facet 
of shooting: intuitively picking up 
the target.

‘You shoot with the barrels, you hit 
with the stock®’: Ludwig Krieghoff’s 
observation from over 100 years ago 
‘hits the mark’ when it comes to 
describing this interrelationship.

He systematically rein-
forced this inspiration by 
developing the Krieghoff 
stock-fitting process, a 
groundbreaking innova-
tion that was patented as 
early as 1903.

To this day, Krieghoff stockmakers 
custom fit K-80 stocks to shooters 
based on this systematic process. 
Fifteen different measurements define the correct dimensions of a 
stock. This, together with the trained eye and craftsmanship of the 
stockmaker, is how the superb stock that seems to automatically slide 
into place is shaped.

Ambitious shooters perfect their own K-80 configuration by demand-
ing a custom made stock – a key requirement when it comes to maxi-
mizing the potential for personal performance.

Debbie Ohye, member of the ATA Hall of Fame, Women’s All American Captain and 

the most successful female trap shooter ever in the United States being fitted for a new 

stock for her K-80.

Before shaping the stock, the type of wood must be selected. It takes 
about eighty years before a stock can be made from the wood of a 
walnut tree. During this time, nature creates a thing that speaks to 
the senses with its noble and ever unique grain like almost no other 
material.

Being able to see from the rather unimposing blank how best to design 
the stock, how the composition and grain can be best utilized to maxi-
mize strength and beauty, is the essence of the risk-taking and flair of 
an experienced stockmaker.
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the human FaCtor: 
stoCK ConFigurations For individuaLs

When it comes to ergonomics, a shotgun’s stock is a key component. 
It is not without reason that every shooter is familiar with Ludwig 
Krieghoff’s observation that ‘you shoot with the barrels, you hit with 
the stock’®. He also developed Krieghoff’s patented stock fitting pro-
cess, which to this day forms the basis of the K-80’s customized stocks.

But even the K-80’s standard stock designs are optimized for the 
respective disciplines. Those who want the flexibility of using their 
K-80 for various disciplines can easily change the stock and forearm. 
The original forearm can also be used with all interchangeable barrels.

Trap and sporting clay shooters have realized the benefits of adjustable 
comb stocks. Their vertical and horizontal adjustability enables them 
to be perfectly adapted to suit personal needs.

The precise checkering and the ergonomic hand-shaped pistol grip  
are part and parcel of the functional details of stock creation. Even  
the recoil pad is designed to match the requirements of the respective 
disci pline. The trap recoil pad is specially designed for ‘heads up’  
shooting. The sporting recoil pad is designed for fast gun mounting.

The natural beauty of the wood contributes significantly to the aes-
thetic charm of the K-80. The resilent epoxy surface permanently and 
attractively brings out the warm colors and fine grain of the walnut.

 

 

#3 Sporting stock 
adjustable, vertically (0.55", 14mm),
horizontally (0.39", 10mm) 
Length: 14.38" (365mm), Drop 1.57" (40mm) / 2.28" (58mm) /  
2.36" (70mm) 
 
# 3 ProSporter Stock  
adjustable vertically (0.55", 14mm), 
horizontally (0.39", 10mm) 
Length: 14.38" (365mm), Drop 1.57" (40mm) / 2.28" (58mm) /  
2.87" (73mm) (not pictured)

Parcours stock 
adjustable, vertically (0.55", 14mm), 
Length: 14.38" (365mm) 
Drop 1.625" (42mm) / 2" (50mm)

 

 #6 Trap stock,  
 adjustable vertically (0.55", 14mm),  
 horizontally (0.39", 10mm) 
 Length: 14.38" (365mm), 1.65" Drop (42mm) / 2.05"(52mm) 
 
#6 Trap Special stock,  
adjustable vertically (14mm), horizontally (0.39", 10mm) 
Length: 14.38" (365mm), 1.65" Drop (42mm) / 2.05"(52mm) 
(not pictured) 
 
#6 ProSporter stock:  
adjustable vertically (0.55", 14mm), horizontally (0.39", 10mm) 
Length: 14.38" (365mm), 1.65" Drop (42mm) / 2.09"(53mm) 
(not pictured)

Zach Kienbaum

2013 NSCA All American Team Captain, K-80 Standard Sporter,  
32" barrels, custom stock and forearm. 

Schnabel Forearm

Beavertail Forearm

Parcours Forearm
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Trap is the oldest and most popular 

target shooting discipline. The sport is 

played the world over according to a 

wide variety of rules.

The K-80’s strengths are especially  

evident in this discipline: its perfect 

adaptability to the technical demands 

of this sport and the personal wishes 

of ambitious shooters allows them to 

perform to the absolute best of their 

individual abilities. Keen concentration 

translates into winning scores!

K-80 trap
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Sean Hawley

Sean Hawley K-80 Trap Special 
Combo; 34" Top Single, 32" O/U. 13 
Time All American and in 2008, set 
the ATA record for most registered 
straight Doubles at 1,130.

K-80 trap

Many shooters prefer the original ‘classic’ configuration of the K-80 
Trap, with the # 6 Monte Carlo Trap Stock. This type has a fixed, taper 
step 12 – 8mm rib.

Each K-80 Trap gun is delivered with Titanium Choke Tubes. Factory 
steel chokes are available as an option as are fixed choke barrels.

 

  

 The rules of trap shooting apply equally to amateurs and national 
team shooters. To reach the upper echelons of this sport, there is no 
room for careless mistakes.

The K-80 Trap Special is configured to adapt  
perfectly to the shooter and the particular trap 
discipline. 

The model’s adjustable rib has very quickly proven its worth.  
The higher line of sight allows for a better overview and an upright 
and relaxed shooting stance. The point of impact can be easily  
adjusted over a wide range using the ribs adjustment wheel. The 
dimensions of the adjustable comb stock are matched to the raised 
line of sight.

The K-80 Trap Special can thus be ideally fitted 
to the individual measurements of all shooters, 
enabling them to take maximum advantage of 
every opportunity.

K-80 ‘Trap Special’ 

‘Standard’ engraving and standard wood category

 

 

K-80 ‘Classic Trap’,  

‘Celtic’ engraving and wood category 03

 
The Trap Special rib is shipped with a standard 70 % / 30 % high shoot-
ing pattern. The total adjustment range spans from about 60 % / 40 %; 
that is, fairly flat, to almost a full 100 % high. Also available in the  
Pro-Version with a range of adjustment from 80 % / 20 % to 120 %.
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K-80 trap

K-80 Trap, Specifications:
Gauge: 12/76
Choke tubes: interchangeable
Barrel length: 30" (76cm) or 32" (81cm)
Weight: approx. 3.9kg (8 3/4 lbs.)

K-80 Trap Special
Barrel length: 32", adjustable rib 
Choke tubes: ‘Titanium Chokes’ 
Forearm: Standard Trap 
Adjustable Trap stock 
Engraving: ‘Rausch Scroll’, nickel 
Wood Category: 01

K-80 Trap
Barrel length 30" , taper flat rib 
Choke tubes: ‘Titanium Chokes’ 
Forearm: Standard Trap 
Adjustable Trap stock 
Engraving: custom, nitride finish 
Wood Category: exclusive burled wood 
Gold plated trigger

K-80 Classic Trap
Barrel length: 30", taper step rib 
Choke tubes: ‘Titanium Chokes’ 
Forearm: Standard Trap 
Adjustable Trap stock 
Engraving: ‘Super Scroll’, nickel 
Wood Category: 01

K-80 Trap Special DTS
Barrel length: 30", taper step rib  
Choke tubes: ‘Titanium Chokes’ 
Forearm: Standard Trap 
Adjustable Trap Special stock 
Engraving: ‘K-80 Logo Standard’, blued 
Wood Category: 03
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K-80 aCs – aLL CLay sports

K-80 ACS for Trap, Skeet and Sporting 
Specifications:
Gauge: 12/76
Choke tubes: interchangeable, eight Factory Steel chokes included.
Barrels:
Barrel length: 
- 30" or 32" ‘ProSporter’ Rib
- 34" Unsingle ‘ProSporter’ Rib
Weight: approx. 3.9kg (8 3/4 lbs.)

Adjusting the sight picture to a ‘Figure 8’ and lowering the  
rib offers the shooter a 70/30 POI for catching the rising  
doubles targets quicker. The O/U POI can also be adjusted  
to 50/50 or 60/40 for enjoying Skeet or Sporting Clays.

Barrel length: 30" or 32" ‘ProSporter’ Rib 
Choke tubes: Factory Steel Chokes 
#3 Forend 
#6 Monte Carlo 

The ACS Unsingle configuration offers shooters the choice  
of POIs ranging from 70/30 to almost 100% high.

Barrel length: 34" ‘ACS’ Rib Barrel 
Choke tubes: Factory Steel Chokes 
#3 Forend 
#6 Monte Carlo

 
K-80 ACS Featured with Optional Titanium Choke tubes, nitride finish

The K-80 ACS – a mid-height rib Trap Combo designed for All Clay 
Sports. The O/U and Unsingle combination delivers peak performance 
in all Trap events.

‘ProSporter’ rib barrels and higher stock profile encourage a more 
erect head position on the stock, reducing perceived recoil and lesse-
ning fatigue throughout long days of competition.

The ACS ‘ProSporter’ Rib design broadens the field of vision for quicker 
target acquisition in every clay target discipline.

The O/U barrel POI can be adjusted from 50/50 to 70/30 offering the 
versatility to enjoy Skeet and Sporting Clays in addition to Trap.

The Unsingle barrel POI adjusts from 70/30 to almost a full pattern 
high allowing the shooter to select the ideal sight picture to catch 
rising targets right out of the trap.
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The skeet and sporting clay disci plines 

present a unique set of challenges to 

shooters and their shotguns.

Again and again, sporting clay shoot-

ers are confronted with unfamiliar and 

difficult targets. A competition shotgun 

must therefore be flexible enough to 

allow shooters to prevail in this environ-

ment. Jon Kruger, Gebben Miles and 

Zach Kienbaum along with many oth-

ers rely on their K-80. 

And at the World Skeet Championship, 

the K-80 is the competition shotgun of 

choice for world champions like Todd 

Bender, Sam Armstrong, Robert Paxton 

and Craig Kirkman. 

K-80  
sporting CLays, sKeet
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K-80 ‘ProSporter’  

‘ProSporter’ top rib, adjustable  

comb stock, ‘K-80 Logo’ engraving 

and wood category 04

 

 

 

 

There is no room for error when trying to hit fast-moving targets 
traveling at various angles and heights. Shooters who have a gun with 
stock dimensions and sight picture tailored to their preferences are 
able to fully focus on what’s important: sensing the direction and 
speed of the target and perfectly synchronizing their own movements. 
The result: orange dust and the good feeling of having an X added to 
your card. The K-80, often copied but never duplicated, has ranked 
high among sporting clay and skeet shooting enthusiasts for years.  
It’s outstanding performance is based upon flexible configuration 
options, perfect balance and legendary reliability.

‘Heads up’ shooting has currently created a con-
siderable following, thanks to numerous success-
es achieved using this style.

The adjustable ‘ProSporter’ rib makes the K-80 ideal for sporting clays 
or skeet. The ‘ProSporter’ rib not only delivers a higher line of sight, 
for a faster target aquisition and softer perceived recoil, it can be 
adjusted to the individual’s shooting style. This adjustment can be 
done within seconds. The back of the adjustable comb stock is also 
higher than that of the sporting clays version and is thus aligned with 
the top of the ‘ProSporter’ rib.

The K-80 ProSporter offers maximum flexibility 
for maximum performance. The shooter and the 
gun merge into one with this configuration, the 
elements of which efficiently complement each 
other.

The higher line of sight allows for a better overview and an upright 
and relaxed shooting stance.  
The comb, also adjustable, can be shifted in two directions:  
up and down and side to side.

The K-80 ProSporter available with a 30" or 32" barrel. 

K-80 ‘Sporting’,  

tapered flat rib, adjustable comb stock, 

‘Vintage Scroll’ engraving,  

titanium trigger and wood category 02

Specially designed adjustment wedges fitted under the rib allow the 
shooter to select a flat shooting 50/50 POI or a slightly higher 60/40 
POI. Both POI settings are approximations and can differ slightly. 
Standard is the 50/50 POI wedge, which can be easily exchanged with 
the 60/40 POI wedge.

K-80 sporting CLays, sKeet

Ben Husthwaite

‘I have been shooting the K-80
for 17 years now and would never
consider using anything else, each
time I compete I truly believe I have
the best gun available in my hands.
Over 20 World Championship Medals
can’t be wrong. Try it – you just may 
be surprised!’
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K-80 sporting CLays, sKeet

K-80 Sporting, Skeet, Specifications:
Gauge: 12/76
Choke tubes: interchangeable
Barrel length: 30" (76cm), optional 28" S/S (71cm) or 32" (81cm)
Weight: approx. 3.9kg (8 3/4 lbs.)

 

K-80 Sporting
Barrel length: 32", taper flat rib 
Choke tubes: ‘Titanium Chokes’ 
Forearm ‘Schnabel’ 
Adjustable stock ‘Sporting’ 
Custom engraving, nitride finish 
Wood Category: 04 
Gold plated trigger 

K-80 Parcours
Barrel length: 32", soldered rib 
Fixed chokes 
Forearm ‘Parcours’ 
Adjustable stock ‘Parcours’ 
Standard engraving: ‘Vintage Scroll’, nickel 
Wood Category: Standard 

K-80 ProSporter
Barrel length: 32" 
Choke tubes: ‘Titanium Chokes’ 
Forearm ‘Schnabel’ 
Adjustable stock ‘Sporting’ 
Standard engraving ‘Gold Renaissance’, nitride finish 
Wood Category: 04

K-80 Pro Skeet
Barrel length: 30" 
Choke Tubes: ‘Titanium Chokes’ 
Forearm: #3  
Adjustable Stock: #6 Monte Carlo 
Standard engraving, nickel 
Wood Category: 01 
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The ‘twenty’ is considered by many  

to be uniquely fascinating in its own 

right. Lean and light, it does not take  

a back seat in performance to any  

of the typical 12-gauge shotguns.

The K-20 is a true Krieghoff in all re  spects. 

All the features of the legendary K-80 

action can also be found in the K-20, 

adapted only for the different gauge. 

The outside dimensions of the receiver 

have also been reduced ac cord ingly. 

Therein lies the reason for the fasci na-

ting, lean shape and excellent balance 

of the shotgun. Whether it be for sporting 

clays, skeet or the field, the K-20 shines.

K-20: graCeFuL power
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Barrel options for the K-20 20/76 28/76 .410

Bore 15,7mm 13,8mm 10,2mm

Barrel length 30" (76 cm)   

Barrel length 32" (81 cm)   

Steel shot proving (‘Fleur de Lys’) up to modified choke only   

Factory chokes   

Tapered flat rib   

ProSporter   

= standard     = not available

K-20

An elegant and compact K-20 action is the perfect shotgun for sporting 
clays, skeet and the field – that is the essence of the K-20.

Everything about the K-80 that has made it a legend can also be  
found in the K-20. This applies not only to the rugged action with its 
outstanding triggers, but also the versatility that enables the K-20  
to be configured to suit every individual’s preferences. In addition  
to different types of stocks, the barrel combination options cover  
the entire spectrum of small gauges. In fact, the K-20 could actually  
also be called the K-20/28/.410. 

The technical design of the K-20 barrel matches that of the K-80.

Shooters can select from the entire range of standard engravings,  
and at Krieghoff, there are never any limits when it comes to custom 
design wishes.

 

K-20 gauge options: 

.410 (top), 28/76 (middle), 20/76 (bottom)

‘Sporting’ Tapered Flat Rib, 20, 28 and .410, Barrel length 30" and 32", with Choke tubes

 ‘ProSporter’ Adjustable Rib, 20 Gauge, Barrel length 30" and 32", with Titanium Chokes

 ‘ProSporter’ Adjustable Rib, 28 Gauge, Barrel length 30" and 32", with Choke tubes

 ‘ProSporter’ Adjustable Rib, .410, Barrel length 30" and 32", with Choke tubes

K-20 Sporting non-adjustable stock 

Length: 14.38" (365 mm)  

Drop: 1.49"/2.20"/2.68" (38mm/56mm/68mm)

K-20 ProSporter adjustable stock 

Length: 14.38" (365 mm)  

Drop: 1.49"/2.20"/2.68" (38mm/56mm/68mm)

K-20 Schnabel forearm

K-20 Schnabel forearm
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K-20 sporting, sKeet, FieLd

K-20, specifications:
Gauge: 20/76, 28/76, .410/76
Choke tubes: interchangeable
Barrel length: 30" (76cm) and 32" (81cm)
Weight: approx. 3.6kg (8 lbs.)

 

K-20
Barrel length: 32", taper flat rib 
Choke tubes: factory chokes 
Forearm: ‘Schnabel’ 
Sporting stock 
Standard engraving ‘Gold Plantation’, color case hardend 
Wood Category: 05

 
 

K-20
Barrel length: 30", taper flat rib 
Choke tubes: factory chokes 
Forearm: ‘Schnabel’ 
Sporting stock 
Standard engraving ‘Parcours Special’, nickel 
Wood Category: 03

K-20 ProSporter
Barrel length: 32" 
Choke tubes: Titanium chokes 
Forearm: ‘Schnabel’ 
ProSporter Stock with adjustable comb 
Standard engraving ‘Gold Renaissance’, nitride finish 
Wood Category: 05 
Gold plated trigger 
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highest exampLe oF  
the engraver’s art

A Krieghoff competition shotgun is 

always a very personalized firearm.

For years, engravers have artfully 

applied the finishing touch to guns, 

lending them a unique character  

and an expression of their worth.

So, what could be more appropriate 

than underlining the uniqueness of  

a Krieghoff with the aura of an artistic 

engraving?

The following pages will give you a sense 

of the available options and some ideas 

for creating your dream Krieghoff.
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KrieghoFF’s engraving studio  
transForming an idea into art.

The unadorned surfaces and contours of the K-80 offer a  
generous – and superb – canvas for creating engravings of every  
style and type.

The large selection of standard engraving motifs 
shows the endless creative options for embellish-
ing the K-80.

Many shooters make the K-80 their very own competition shotgun by 
expressing their individual tastes; of course, the engraving is a funda-
mental part of this.

Krieghoff’s engravers can create a one-of-a-kind design from your 
basic concept, without compromising stylistic integrity.

Initial sketches stemming from a dialogue with 
the Krieghoff dealer and customer are used to 
produce a beautiful design encompassing motif, 
style and materials.

Krieghoff engravers have a comprehensive repertoire: from deep relief 
to the very finest Bulino style and from classic hunting scenes to the 
multifaceted ornamentations of various eras. From precious metal 
inlays to surface finishing – there are no limits to their creative  
imagination.

Using their experience, finesse and talent, our 
engravers create fine works of art that reflect 
both the passion and personality of the owner 
and the value and quality of an exquisite gun.

 
 
Customized version of the ‘Crown Grade’ standard engraving:  
Lifelike wildfowl scenes, expressed in gold relief reflect the drawing 
talents of the artist. The main scene contrasts with a finely detailed 
Bulino-style background.

The medallion is completely framed with a chiseled base and a fine 
gold contour. The detailing covers all other metal parts, including the 
breech plate, trigger guard and forearm catch.
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Standard EngravingS

The extensive collection of standard engravings for the K-80 and the 
K-20 covers a wide range of attractive motifs. A selection of the most 
popular designs are shown in the following pages. Common to all 
engravings produced in Krieghoff’s engraving studio is the perfect 
crafts manship of each design. All engravings are created direc tly on the 
action case. Fans of pure ornamental engravings or of lifelike scenes 
can choose their dream engraving from a wide variety of design 
grades. The reper toire of styles encompasses satin stitch engravings, 
animated reliefs, fine Bulino work or precious metal inlays. 
Depending on the engraving motif, the receiver surface is either  
nickeled, color case hardened, nitride finished or blued.

The design options listed in Krieghoff’s price list combine selected 
engravings with corresponding stock wood grades.

‘Standard’ model

‘Celtic’

‘Victorian Scroll’

‘Vintage Scroll’

‘Gold Super Scroll Blued’

‘Vintage Game I’

‘Vintage Game III’

‘Super Scroll’

‘Vintage Game II’
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standard engravings

‘Gold Uplander’

‘Plantation Scroll’

‘Suhl Scroll’

‘Waterfowl Medallion’

‘Parcours Special’

‘Bavaria Suhl Mystic’
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standard engravings

‘San Remo’

‘Gold Bavaria Royal’

‘Highland Game II’

‘Bavaria Suhl’

‘Sovereign Scroll’

‘Highland Game I’
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standard engravings

‘Monarch’

‘Heritage Scroll’

‘Heritage Game I’

‘Heritage Game III’

‘Heritage Game II’

‘Gold Renaissance’
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Custom engravings

‘The only way to get rid of temptation is to yield 
to it – who knows if it will return.’ (Oscar Wilde)

The possibilities are endless when it comes to custom engraving 
options. Whether you would like to feature your trusted retriever or 
scenes that relive moments from history, Krieghoff will work with you 
and your dealer to create a masterpiece that will be a treasure of a 
lifetime. 

Since 1999 Krieghoff has annually given one special gun the presti-
gious title of Gun of the Year. The gun of the year is as much a piece of 
art as it is a working firearm. This distinguished honor affords the 
master engraver and opportunity to show off their talent and exper-
tise. 

For 2012 the ‘Freedom Gun’ by Gregor Stogner was selected to receive 
this honor. The deep relief engraving featured to the right, highlights 
scenes from various times in American history, including the signing 
of the Declaration of Independence, American soldiers from three wars 
and the Statue of Liberty with the flame of her torch shining through 
in gold.
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Custom engravings

The 2007 Gun of the Year, ‘Gold Rush’, features deep relief engraving, 
done by Master Engraver Gregor Stögner. The receiver highlights the 
passion and drive that fuelled the American Gold Rush. 

The 125th Anniversary K-80 ‘Waters of the Chesapeake’ builds a bridge 
between Krieghoff’s two core elements: hunting and sport shooting. 
Pictured is a unique composition of pintail and mallard ducks in 
their native Chesapeake Bay waterscape, an area known as a premier 
waterfowl hunting destination.
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Completely covering, very fine ‘English arabesques’ with spectacular 
wildfowl scenes integrated into the ornament. Harmonious art deco 
complements the breech plate, trigger guard and forearm.

Custom engravings

Four different golds – yellow, white, green and red – create the back-
ground for the Bulino style horses to be brought to life on the receiver 
sides. Very special accents of flora and foliage applied in enamel and 
artistically glazed into the finish border the bold horses. 
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Elegant scroll compliments the unique personalization of this highly 
engraved receiver. The prominently featured piece of equipment shows 
that the limits of engraving options are only in the imagination. 

Custom engravings

Gold upland game birds, prominently featured,  
compliment the elegant gold accented scroll and  
floral ornamentation
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Custom engravings

Bulino-style masterpiece  
The illustration shows birds integrated into  

very fine English arabesques. 

 

Finest English arabesques, carved all around.  
Sophisticated gold lines emphasize  

the first-class overall design.
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We continuously work to enhance our competition shotguns.  
We therefore ask for your understanding when we advise that  
features and technical aspects may not be exactly as those  
shown in this catalog.

Photography: Thomas Kärcher, Ralf Kröling, Ralf Müller,  
Ppsstudios, Yorck Dertinger, Bill Diers and Lynne Green.

Design, layout, copy: Castello Advertising GmbH

All rights reserved. 
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